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Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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Auction

Nestled in an exclusive cul-de-sac, one of the 'Gallery Estate's' most prestigious streets introduces this impressive double

storey residence presenting a highly sought after family lifestyle opportunity within minutes drive of some of the Gold

Coast best amenities. Superbly designed and quality built with a flexible five room floorplan, this modern, near new home

is privately set in spacious yet low-maintenance landscaped surroundings for exceptional indoor-outdoor living and

poolside entertaining.The beauty of this extensive home lies in its excellent functionality, understated elegance and

capacity to cater to every family need with its first-class finishes and range of appointments. Bright and airy, the home

features natural timber and stone finishes achieving a sense of cohesion throughout with a five-bedroom layout and an

incredible master bedroom suite. Living comes easy with an open plan design flowing to alfresco terraces including a large

undercover pavilion, perfect for entertaining or the ideal oasis to unwind by the pool.Situated just minutes from the Gold

Coast's stunning surf beaches, schools, sporting fields, gyms, Bond University, major shopping and entertainment

precincts, health services and the stunning hinterland, this home offers the best of Gold Coast living with so much to see,

do and explore. Act quickly, as opportunities in this location rarely last!Disclaimer: This property is being sold by auction

or without a price and therefore a price guide cannot be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price

bracket for website functionality purposes.We have in preparing this information used our best endeavours to ensure

that the information contained herein is true and accurate, but accept no responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect

of any errors, omissions, inaccuracies or misstatements that may occur.  Prospective purchasers should make their own

enquiries to verify the information contained herein. * denotes approximate measurements. 


